
Activity: Unrolling and Rolling a 

Floor Mat
After any floor activities, Videll will need to

roll a floor mat and put it away. He is able

to roll the mat quite well. This activity will

help with his coordination of movement,

development of muscles and concentration.



Activity : The Sound Boxes
This material helps Videll to refine his

auditory sense.

This activity will help Videll discern

different sounds when he learns

phonics at a later stage. At present, he

will need more time with the material.

He still needs to organise the steps and

sequence the process when using this

material.



Activity : Puzzles
Videll enjoys working with the

different puzzles on the shelves.

Here, he is able to identify and name

some of the vehicles e.g. ‘train’,

‘aeroplane’ and ‘car’. Puzzles are fun

ways to help young children develop

hand-eye coordination and problem

solving skills.



Activity : Puzzle
Videll enjoys working with this

puzzle. He is still trying to fix the

pieces into the right places. With

more practices, he will be able to

perfect the skill. This activity helps

in the visual identification of

numbers and sequential counting as

well as development of fine motor

skill.



Activity : Zoology (Names of

the farm animals)
One of the toddlers’ milestone is

understanding speech and its

concept. Working with this activity,

Videll will be able to identify and

name the farm animals. At present,

he likes standing them on the mat

and, at times, making sounds. He

will need more time with this

material.









Activity: Field Trip 
Field trips are experiences many

students get to have when they are in

school. Field trips can also broaden

cultural horizons. Depending on the

trip itself, the main objective is

typically educational. Videll enjoyed

this field trip. He also had hands-on

experience on making the prata.

Finally, he got to eat the prata with a

cup of milo.


